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ABSTRACT 

Tourism industry is one of the leading industries around the world. It has been proved that this industry generates 

billions of money and it also helps people around the world to travel and increase their knowledge about other cultures 

and languages. But unfortunately, after thousands of years we found out that the tourism industry have a negative impact 

on the environment. This review paper aims at understanding the importance of implementing sustainable green 

practices in the current hotel industry and the perception of the same from the point of view of the customers as well as 

the industry experts. Many hotels have benefited from green management such as enhanced reputation of the firm and 

more worth customers. For the business standing, it reduces business’s cost for posting advertisement  and the clear 

hotel’s orientation shows hotels’ positive image which might increase employees’ recognition toward the business. 

Sustainability in business is the growth in lively processes which enable people to understand the potential to protect the 

Earth’s existent support systems. Well, looking to the future today’s green concerns will definitely become facet of more 

synchronized business environment, perhaps the concerns discussed in this study, may exchange a few words which 

hotels may consider in near future to widen awareness and improve business model.  

Keywords—Environmental Protection, Green Hotel Concept, Hotel Industry, Sustainability.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

GOING green has become the most important topic of concern of the past several years and continues to gain 

transaction. The hotel industry is a large business sector, which means hotels can play a major role in 

changing the culture of environmental degradation practices being followed in order to achieve sustainable 

growth. Sustainability means  it is a dynamic process which enables all people to realize their potential and to 

improve their quality of life in which simultaneously protect the Earth’s life support systems . The hotel sector 

could make a major positive contribution to the environment by taking some measures to reduce energy 

consumption .Therefore the hotel sectors consumes a big proportion of electricity as compared to other 

tourism sectors thus the hotel operators still have a chance to execute energy saving campaigns and 

environmental management systems. The use of water in a hotel is extensive and it is used in many different 

ways, such as cold water for kitchen, laundry, drinking, circulation for air taming hot water for guest 

bathrooms and flow for space heating. Water consumption at this rate that to without monitoring, will likely 

guide to water shortages. Another factor that affects water is not only consumption but also contamination. 

The amount of water consumed by hotels is more than the normal household consumption therefore larger 

consumption means a larger quantity of contaminated water will be released in the environment consequently 

pollute the water bodies and harm the environment.  

Several studies have indicated the economic benefits of going green in the hotel industry, with little or no 

extra capital. Going green includes various advantages like gaining competitive advantage by being a leader in 

the sector, customer loyalty, employee retention, awards and recognition, regulatory compliance, risk 

management, increased brand value, etc The first ever green hotel was launched by the intercontinental hotel 

group in the year 2008. This was the world’s first 100 percent ecologically-friendly hotel. Their green features 
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to name a few included: giving away non-perishable food to charities, use of solar panels on rooftops, a 

rainwater harvesting toilets, wind power to generate electricity for the hotel, recycled glass windows, furniture 

and fixtures made entirely from recycled materials, household waste to provide heat and water just to name a 

few. According to David Jerome of IHG, IHG was also the first hotel chain to introduce a set of ‘green’ 

guidelines for hotels in 1991. Along with this, the brain child of IHG which is the solar powered ‘innovation 

hotel’- outlined the latest technology in energy and water conservation .In India, The Orchid Hotel, Mumbai 

was the first Ecotel hotel not only in India but also in Asia. They have drip-irrigated greenery on either side, 

which reduces water use by about 50%. The building is designed using eco-friendly materials and reduces the 

heat load as it faces the atrium. The swimming pool is located at the rooftop acting as an insulator from the 

heat load. Steps have and are being taken to reduce air pollution, water pollution, and sound pollution and also 

to reduce waste management. Commitment and environmental sustainability of the Orchid Hotel reveal that 

they have innovative eco-friendly practices in position. A lot of importance has been given to adopting such 

green practices. Many hotels have benefited from green management such as enhanced reputation and more 

class customers.  

Hotel operations produce discharge of greenhouse gases, which are released into the air, in particular, CO2 

and chlorofluorocarbons. Moreover, it has been shown that of all commercial buildings, hotels exert the 

greatest negative influence on the environment. According to estimations, an average hotel releases between 

160 kg and 200 kg of CO2per square meter of room floor area per year and the water consumption per guest 

per night is between 170 and 440 litres in the average five-star hotel. On average, hotels produce 1 kg of waste 

per guest per night. 

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY: 

1. To look what green practices are adopted in the hotel industry currently. 

2. To identify what practices are being recognized and followed. 

3. To understand what is the view of the hoteliers on this concept  also to explore the different eco-labels and 

their  significance.  

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

The data used in it is purely from secondary sources according to the need of this study. Study and survey of 

reports of Planning commission, Ministry of Tourism, Journals. United Nations, World Bank’s Reports on 

Rural Empowerment, Poverty eradication.  

The content of this project is collected through secondary method of data collection. Books, journals, 

magazines & websites have been used as a source of information, which are to be reviewed. 

 

RESEARCH: Research is a careful and detailed study into a specific problem, concern, or issue using the 

scientific method. It's the adult form of the science fair projects back in elementary school, where you try and 

learn something by performing an experiment. This is best accomplished by turning the issue into a question, 

with the intent of the research to answer the question. 

Interpretative Research- As this research focuses around the concept of perceived assessment of green, 

sustainability and Hotel industry, the methodology approach chosen is interpretative underpinned by the belief 

that social reality is not objective but highly subjective-shaped by our perceptions . The lack of research 

studies and very few qualitative experiential studies of green with regards to hotel industry led to take the 

prospective simulation study of green, sustainability in hotel industry. This will broaden the understanding of 

the chosen domain. Various research papers studies by experts across the globe have been thoroughly studied 

with the aim of fulfilling the aim and purpose of this research. 

system to supply water to  

SECONDARY DATA: It is one type of quantitative data that has already been collected by someone else for 

a different purpose to yours. For example, this could mean using: data collected by a hotel on its customers 
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through its guest history system.  In other words secondary data is the data that have been already collected by 

and readily available from other sources. Such data are cheaper and more quickly obtainable than the primary 

data and also may be available when primary data cannot be obtained at all.  

Sources of secondary data can be classified as: 

 Paper-based sources – books, journals, abstracts, indexes, research reports, conference papers, market 

reports, internal records of organizations, newspapers and magazines 

 Electronic sources– CD-ROMs, on-line databases, Internet, videos and broadcasts 

 

MODES OF SECONDARY DATA: 

Secondary data in research consists of several sources.  

Published Data is the most basic secondary source of information for data collection. Published data for this 

paper was obtained from various sources like books, magazines, newspapers, journals and periodicals etc. as it 

is the most reliable secondary source of information. The validity of published data is greater than 

unpublished data.  

The majority of published records can be obtained from libraries and archives. Libraries carry a vast variety of 

books, journals and periodicals.  

1. Personnel records can also proved to be very useful in our research as this topic is highly unexplored 

and lot of data is unavailable in published from. Some personal sources like letters and diaries worked out to 

be very valuable assets. However letters and diaries can have a personal bias as they are written by human 

beings and they contain personal judgments. We tried to eliminate the chances of bias before using these 

sources for references. 

2. Internet in today’s world is the fastest growing source of information. The internet has become 

mature and we obtained a lot of information from the internet. Most of the books which were available on the 

internet in e-book format served as a great source of information for this paper. The internet proved to be a 

multiple source of information as all of the above mentioned sources were obtained from the internet.  

There is a very little research done on this field and the data present today is of very old time. There is scarcity 

of data on Government level as well as from the end of local bodies. Therefore, our research is based on 

secondary data.  

We ensured that data collected from various sources is reliable in terms of who is collecting data, sources, 

methods, time bound, biasness, data accuracy etc. The data received was suitable to fit for the study. 

Adequacy of data can’t be neglected. We collected that much of data which can give all the answers of   all 

our research questions. 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

Water and Energy 

1. Install a renewable energy system onsite (no cost options are available including, in the U.S., PAC Nation 

which provides low-cost, long-term financing for energy efficiency, water conservation and renewable 

energy projects) or switch to a certified renewable electricity provider. 

2. Consider buying carbon offsets - TerraPass and Green-E  have joined together to offer some good options. 

The Hotel Carbon Measurement Initiative can help with determining the carbon footprint for meetings, 

events and hotel stays. Other options for tracking emissions: Carbon Disclosure Project, WWF Climate 

Savers, The Climate Registry, and Energy Star Portfolio Manager. 

3. Implement best practices no- or low-cost energy-efficiency measures by the EPA. 

4. Start a linen (both towels and sheets) reuse program in all guest rooms. One example: Project Planet 

Program. 

https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/save-energy/install-renewable-energy-systems
http://pacenation.us/commercial-pace/
https://www.green-e.org/certified-resources
https://www.terrapass.com/for-business/green-e-certified
http://www.wttc.org/mission/tourism-for-tomorrow/hotel-carbon-measurement-initiative/
https://www.cdp.net/en
http://climatesavers.org/
http://climatesavers.org/
http://www.theclimateregistry.org/
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/use-portfolio-manager
https://www.energystar.gov/buildings/facility-owners-and-managers/existing-buildings/save-energy/stamp-out-energy-waste
http://www.greensuites.com/Environmentally-Friendly-Hotel-Programs/Project-Planet-Program
http://www.greensuites.com/Environmentally-Friendly-Hotel-Programs/Project-Planet-Program
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5. To reduce water use, consider using rainwater harvesting, greywater system, and/or air conditioner or 

refrigerant condensate for needs such as irrigation, toilet flushing, or fire suppression systems. 

6. Switch to drought resistant native plants in garden areas and switch to WaterSense Landscape Irrigation 

Controllers. Replace mowed landscaping with native xeriscape ground cover (see also Native Gardening 

and Invasive Plants Guide). 

7. Install low-flow showerheads (.5 to 2 gpm) and sink aerators (.25 gpm to .5 gpm for hand and face 

washing and 2.2 gpm for dish washing).  

8. To reduce operational costs, water and energy consider installing an ozone laundry system. 

 

 

9. Switch to low flow or dual flush toilets/urinals (1.28 GPF or less) or install toilet-tank fill diverters. Also, 

stay on top of leakage from the toilet flappers (the #1 source of leaks - a leaking or poorly fitting flapper 

can waste up to 200 gallons of water a day and may cost hundreds of dollars a year). Flappers typically 

start leak within1-2 years so schedule regular checks for leaks. Add a sign to your public bathrooms 

letting people know how to report leaks.                        

10. Switch to LED regular and tube lights in guest rooms, lobbies, and hallways.  

11. Use day lighting/occupancy sensors and/or timers for as many office, common areas and exterior areas of 

your hotel as possible. 

12. Install keycard master switches or occupancy sensors in guest rooms that control lights, electronics, blinds 

and temperature settings. 

13. Consult outside sources to evaluate the total system when replacing major mechanical equipment (such as 

chiller, water tower, etc). Often, this can lead to downsizing and other opportunities to reduce both the 

initial investment and operating costs.  

14. Use an energy management system (EMS) to tie in air handling units, HVAC, and lighting to prevent 

conditioning space when it is not necessary.  

15. Use daylight exclusively in your lobby, bar, and restaurant for as much of the day as possible. Consider 

installing Energy Star skylights if needed. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainwater_harvesting
http://www.greywater.com/
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2013/01/air-conditioning-condensate-recovery/
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2013/01/air-conditioning-condensate-recovery/
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/products/controltech.html
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/products/controltech.html
http://eartheasy.com/grow_xeriscape.htm
http://www.enature.com/native_invasive/
http://www.enature.com/native_invasive/
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/products/showerheads.html
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/products/bathroom_sink_faucets.html
http://www.greenlodgingnews.com/ozone-laundry-systems-offer-long-list-of-cost-operational/
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/products/toilets.html
http://www.epa.gov/watersense/products/urinals.html
http://www.wikihow.com/Fix-a-Flapper-on-a-Toilet
http://www.wikihow.com/Detect-Toilet-Leaks
http://www.treehugger.com/energy-efficiency/looks-fluorescent-tube-its-actually-41-more-efficient-led-lamp.html
http://www.greenlodgingnews.com/ozone-laundry-system-reduces-hotels-operational-costs
https://ehotelier.com/insights/2015/08/25/technology-and-trends-in-hotel-energy-management/
https://www.energystar.gov/products/heating_cooling/fans_ventilating
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16. Switch to Energy Star heating and cooling systems to increase energy efficiency. Consider using heat 

pumps, geothermal technologies, waste heat recovery, cooling tower, and/or variable speed ventilation 

fans. Set the indoor cooling set point to 72° F or higher and heating set point to 72° F or lower and put 

limits on cooling and heating ranges throughout the building and guest rooms. 

17. Replace exit signs with Energy Star exit signs (i.e., Light Emitting Diode (LED)).  

18. Conduct an audit of equipment that uses "standby power" (the energy used while an appliance is switched 

off or not performing - a usage monitor can show standby watts) - plug equipment into bye bye standby or 

smart meters so that they are powered down completely when turned off.  

19. Purchase Energy Star appliances and windows for all rooms (guest, back office, kitchen, laundry, etc.) 

wherever possible. Replace old washing machines with both water and energy conserving models.  

20. Even with a damp, a lot of heat flows up chimneys in the winter. Check out the Chimney Sheep to save on 

heating and reduce uncomfortable drafts. 

 

https://www.energystar.gov/products/heating_cooling
http://www.energystar.gov/products/certified-products/detail/heat-pumps-air-source
http://www.energystar.gov/products/certified-products/detail/heat-pumps-air-source
http://www.energystar.gov/products/certified-products/detail/heat-pumps-geothermal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste_heat_recovery_unit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cooling_tower#Heating.2C_ventilation_and_air_conditioning_.28HVAC.29
https://www.energystar.gov/products/heating_cooling/fans_ventilating
https://www.energystar.gov/products/heating_cooling/fans_ventilating
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=exit_signs.pr_exit_signs
http://standby.lbl.gov/faq.html
http://www.amazon.com/P3-International-P4400-Electricity-Monitor/dp/B00009MDBU/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1340514622&sr=8-1&keywords=energy+meter
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=bye+bye+standby&x=0&y=0
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=smart+strip&x=0&y=0
https://www.energystar.gov/
https://www.chimneysheep.co.uk/
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21. If vending machines are used, learn about opportunities to reduce energy use. 

22. Install window film to lower heating and cooling loads and reduce glare in guest rooms. 

23. Plant shade trees or add overhangs on south facing walls to reduce energy use for heating and cooling. 

24. If the hotel has a pool and/or hot tub that requires heating, install a solar PV system and air-source heat 

pump or Energy Star water heating system and use solar pool covers and hot tub covers when the pool 

area is closed.  

25. For roofs, use recommended levels of insulation or, in hot and sunny climates, radiant barriers. Learn 

about other options at energy.gov (also see Cool Roof Rating Council). Consider switching to a green 

roof. 

26. Consider installing an electric car charging station for your hotel, restaurant and/or bar guests and get it 

listed on plug sharing maps such as plugshare.com. It's a great help for electric/plug-in hybrid car owners 

and helps to draw in business.  

27. Make sure all waste-water is being properly treated either through an onsite or municipal sewage system. 

  

The Green Concept in the hotel industry 

The "Green" concept of the hotel industry is an increase in awareness since the late 1980's. The hotel sector is 

said to be one of the most energy and water intensive sectors in the tourism industry. Hotels can operate in 

different parts of the environment. The facilities like comfortable services, supplies (heating, cooling, lighting, 

ventilation, etc) to customers are necessary for their operations. (Bohdanowicz, 2005; Han et al., 2009).  All 

these are said to be contributions to negative impacts on the environment. Hotels' operation lead to pollution, 

waste, and other elements represent a threat for the environment. Green hotels are therefore described as 

environmentally responsible hotels that actively follow environmentally friendly guidelines, practice 

environmental management, implement diverse eco-friendly practices, institute sound green programs and 

commit themselves to achieving environmental improvement by displaying eco-labels or a green globe logo 

International Hotels Environmental Initiative, 1993). 

Researchers and practitioners agree that the greening of a hotel contributes to satisfying eco-friendly 

customers' green needs, avoids criticism of existing tourism practices, fulfils the requirements of government 

regulations and substantially decreases costs through waste reduction, water or energy conservation and 

recycling (Chan, 2005; Han et al., 2009; Wolfe & Shanklin,2001). 

 

2.2 The Green Building 

Green building is a new term which refers to environmentally friendly practices from the building design to 

the landscaping choice. With the introduction of sustainable development, building also needs to be 

sustainable because buildings generate large amount of wastes from its construction and during its lifetime. 

And these wastes impacts on the surroundings, the environment and the people. 

A green building can cost a lot at the beginning, but is profitable in the long run. It brings more benefits such 

as less pollution, more comfort for the employees and guests, and increase in productivity. The U.S Green 

Building Council (USGBC) in 2010 organized a competition with the aim to identify the "best and brightest 

vision" in the designing of "an environmentally friendly hotel suite". The title of the competition was the 

sustainable Suite Design Competition. The judges have to consider several elements such as the resources 

efficiency of the suite (water, energy and materials), the guest room overall attributes, innovation nad 

aesthetic and lastly the cost associated with the design of the suite. The winner's name was "Haptik". The 

techniques developed by Haptik concerns the saving of energy in the room by using the PIS which is the 

passive infrared sensors.  

 

http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias=aps&field-keywords=smart+strip&x=0&y=0
http://www.greenbuildingadvisor.com/blogs/dept/musings/solar-thermal-dead
http://www.greenbuildingadvisor.com/blogs/dept/musings/solar-thermal-dead
https://www.energystar.gov/productfinder/product/certified-water-heaters/results
http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?c=home_sealing.hm_improvement_insulation_table
https://energy.gov/energysaver/radiant-barriers
http://energy.gov/energysaver/articles/cool-roofs
http://coolroofs.org/about-crrc/overview
http://www.greenroofs.org/index.php/about/greenroofbenefits
http://www.greenroofs.org/index.php/about/greenroofbenefits
https://www.plugshare.com/
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2.2.1 The Green Building Certificate 

The certification includes specific norms from energy saving to waste water disposal. Having a certification is 

often considered as a marketing tool also. The certifications are often internationally known. 

2.3 The Green Tourist 

Green is defined as a product or service that is both environmentally and socially responsible.  

2.4 Attitudes towards the Green Practice 

Over the last few decades, protecting the environment has been a major issue in our society (Easterling et al., 

1996). Recognizing the seriousness of ecological problems, people have become increasingly environmentally 

conscious. This ecological awareness has led an increasing number of individuals to engage in 

environmentally friendly behaviors in their everyday lives. (Kalafatis et al., 1999; Laroche et al., 2001). In 

addition, Amyx et al. (1994) has focused on the perceived importance of the environment to the degree to 

which individuals express their consciousness of environmental issues. In conceptualizing the perceived 

importance of the environment as the primary indicator of attitudes toward environmentally compatible 

behaviors, Laroche et al. (2001) determined the levels of these attitudes by whether individuals considered 

eco-friendly behaviors to be essential to themselves or the entire society. This ATGB mainly involves the 

perceived importance or inconvenience of environmental consciousness, the severity of environmental 

problems, and the level of responsibility of corporations (Laroche et al., 2001; McCarty and Shrum, 1994; 

Roberts, 1996). In other words, individuals' ATGB can be established by the level of their awareness of these 

dimensions of ATGB for themselves and for society as a whole. Some researchers has also pointed out that 

only a small portion of environmentally conscious customers actually purchases eco-friendly products in the 

marketplace because of high monetary and non-monetary costs and inconvenience (Maibach, 1993; Roberts, 

1996). 

However, numerous findings indicated that more environmental concern tends to result in more 

environmentally friendly buying behaviors (e.g., Kalafatis et al., 1999; Laroche et al., 2001; Manaktola and 

Jauhari, 2007). Consumers may be willing to purchase environmentally-friendly products but are faced with 

constraints or conflicts that create a resistance to adopting pro-environmental behavior. For example, 

consumers may want to be environmentally responsible but still want to maintain their existing life-style 

(Schwartz, 1990; McDaniel and Rylander, 1993). They may not be prepared to sacrifice convenience (Simon, 

1992; Stern, 1999), accept lower performance levels, or pay a price premium (Peattie, 1999b). Based on 

Ajzen's (1988) theory of planned behaviour consumers' environmental purchasing intentions and behaviour 

may be influenced by a number of factors, such as the individual's knowledge and motivation, the ability to 

perform the behaviour and the opportunity to behave in an environmentally-friendly way (Pieters, 1989; O ¨ 

lander and Thøgersen, 1995). 

2.5 Tourists' willingness to buy Green Products 

Products are defined as "environmentally friendly" if in some way they aim at reducing a product's negative 

environmental impact. Some authors have suggested that the failure to reassure consumers on the product's 

functional performance was partly attributable to the early "failure" of many environmentally-friendly 

products (e.g. Davis, 1993; Ottman, 1999). Although it has been found that some consumers may, for 

example, accept a lower functional performance in order to buy a product that delivers environmental benefits, 

the environmental benefit in itself is neither the primary benefit sought nor the primary motivation for 

purchase (Speer, 1997; Ottman, 2001). As Wong et al. (1996) observed: "'Green' is seldom the over-riding 

determinant of product or brand choice but just another benefit or attribute that adds value, usually a 'feel 

good' factor to the overall product. (Wong et al., 1996, p. 269). 

Some marketers appear to have overlooked this and assumed that an environmental positioning alone was 

sufficient to guarantee product success (Ottman, 1995). Product performance appears to play a key role in 

influencing consumer adoption and retention of environmental products. So, when there is consumer 

skepticism of the relative performance of environmental products or a performance gap exists (i.e.consumer 

expectations of the product's performance have not matched up to the in-use experience), this may strongly 

influence the product's acceptance (Wong et al., 1996).Within the hotel sector, increasing numbers of 
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customers prefer to choose a green lodging facility that follows environmentally friendly practices, showing 

concern about the seriousness of ecological degradation (Han, Hsu, & Sheu, 2010; Manaktola & Jauhari, 

2007). In recognition of this eco-friendly consumption need, nowadays many hotel firms seek to incorporate 

customers' emerging concerns about the environment in their management or a marketing decision-making 

(Bohdanowicz, 2006; Lee, Hsu, Han, & Kim, 2010; Mensah, 2006). Altering their hotel operations to be green 

(i.e. significantly reducing environmental impacts) is becoming a necessity to attain noticeable improvement 

in their competitiveness in the market (Han, Hsu, & Lee, 2009; Manaktola & Jauhari, 2007). One of the most 

credible pieces of evidence demonstrating the increase of environmentally friendly customer behaviors is the 

increased number of customers who have a strong intention to pay more for green products (Laroche, 

Bergeron, & Barbaro-Forleo, 2001). In the hotel context, in reality, green hotel prices do not significantly 

differ from those of comparable conventional (or non-green) hotels (Han et al., 2009; Manaktola & Jauhari, 

2007). The green hotel operators' interest is in whether travelers are willing to pay comparable regular-hotel 

prices for their hotel, perhaps sacrificing little conveniences while staying at their green hotel (reusing towels, 

limited use of disposable products, use of recycled products/furniture, recycling bins, buffet-style foods 

without garnishes, meeting tables without tablecloths, minimized decor, non-smoking areas, dispensers for 

soap/shampoo, etc.). For consumers who are more receptive to environmental products and purchase them 

through choice, there may be a segment that are willing to pay more for the environmental benefit. But, whilst 

some authors suggest that consumers are willing-to-pay more for an environmentally-friendly products 

(Kassarjian, 1971; Freeman, 1989; Klein, 1990; McCloskey, 1990; Kapelianis et al., 1996; Laroche et al., 

2001), others suggest otherwise (Wood, 1990; Simon, 1992; Sims, 1993). Marketplace examples also suggest 

that in reality consumers are not always prepared to pay the premium prices suggested by research (Fuller, 

1999). Although our knowledge about consumers' acceptance of paying a higher price for environmentally-

friendly products appears to be inconsistent and inconclusive, it has often been found that consumers will pay 

on average around 5 percent more (Schwartz, 1990; Kapelianis et al., 1996; Speer, 1997). 

2.6 Cost of going green in the hotel industry 

With a broadly point of view, there are two approaches in the environmental cost analysis. One emphasizes 

the costs associated with environmental damage and its remediation, the other stresses on the price of control. 

In practice, this damage costing approach faces some essential problems in estimating the environmental 

impact as described by Bernow at al. (1991). Hotel developers still face specific barriers in developing and 

operating green properties, such as finding vendors, contractors, engineers, housekeepers, landscapers and 

managers that understand new systems, products and procedures. Complicating matters for hotels is to cover 

the typical hotel management and franchise agreements. The highly structures arrangements negotiated 

between hotels owners and hotel managers have not yet addressed a number of issues raised by green 

development, redevelopment or operation that affects the bottom line of both entities. 

Finally, there is the issue of meeting the expectations of paying guests. Although we believe guests expect 

hotels to operate in an environmentally conscious fashion, it may also be that those same guests may have 

unrealistic expectations of luxury and comfort in terms of green operation. To take simple example, do hotels 

still need to put out individual shampoo bottles and does the spa need to smell faintly like chlorine to satisfy 

guests' expectations. The costs arising from the implementation of ISO 14001 include those associated with 

initial set up, maintenance and improvement (Chin et al., 1998). The price of initial set up refers to all costs 

associated with the provision of hardware and software facilities, plus tools for establishing the system in 

compliance with the ISO 14000 EMS standards. 

Hoteliers’/Managers’ Perception Hoteliers feel that the importance of environmental initiatives and practices 

should be imparted to the employees during their induction and proper environmental training programs 

should be conducted on a regular basis .There exists a competitive advantage for the hotel in the market when 

such practices are being followed. Active cooperation with others by sharing and educating other hotels and 

organizations about green practices is a social and economic initiative. purchasing of product should be done 

while adhering to the principle of ‘3R3E’ which includes reuse, reduce, recycle, ecological, economic and 

equitable.  
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Hoteliers feel that they may face several challenges as they are not sure if the variety of products can satisfy 

customers’ needs and if customers will to accept reused and recycled products before making purchase 

decision. Price of such purchases will be relatively higher and it will be more difficult with fewer options of 

products and suppliers. However, such policies can make best use of energy, reduce pollution and reduce cost. 

This is known as the concept of green purchasing. And most of the hoteliers and top level management have 

started encouraging green purchasing to do their best to benefit our environment. Hoteliers’ main motivating 

factors were to provide a safe and healthy environment along with quality service in a clean environment and 

reducing the cost of environmental hazards.  

Most hotel employees should be trained and educated to be eco-friendly at some level. For example instruct 

them to switch off devices when not in use, to conserve as much water as possible etc. A majority of managers 

indirectly encourage eco-friendly behavior by trying to buy eco-friendly products from suppliers. This is 

because there is more promotion of these products to spread environmental awareness. Lack of knowledge 

and awareness can prove to be a major barrier from the point of view of the employees. Most of the 

employees are not fully aware what green and sustainable tourism meant. Hence they cannot fully implement 

these practices to the best of their abilities. They just had a general idea. The younger and educated generation 

is found to be more aware of green tourism than the older generation. The findings show that employees are 

not willing to participate in practices that imply behavior change or that can compromise the quality of the 

final product.  

It would be recommended that green practices and their implications on the costs should be frequently 

communicated to the worker. By regularly communicating this information to the employees it encourages 

more participation and hence in the same way increases their awareness levels. In doing so they should also 

highlight the benefits of the practices not in the sense of costs but specifically to the employees. This serves as 

a motivator to the employees to participate actively in the green movement.  

Most resorts recycled their gray water as many of them had the space to construct a water treatment plant. 

These resorts also used energy efficient devices such as light bulbs in public areas as return on investment was 

fast. For example LED lights give faster ROI. Recycling and reusing programs were implemented on a large 

extent. Encouraging guests to take part in local customs and traditions would better guest involvement in 

green practices. 

Choosing environmentally friendly and non-toxic cleaning products especially in the area of housekeeping is 

strongly recommended for air quality improvement. At the same time hoteliers must know the benefit of using 

refillable containers and educate their consumers about the harmful effects of using so many bottles of 

shampoo or throwing away partially used bars of soap on the environment. Education such as this hotel guests 

can become smarter consumers of the green hotel product.  

Guests want hotels to be responsible in showing their commitments towards the protection of the above 

mentioned four important aspects. The awareness of building initiatives adopted by these hotels seems to be 

having a positive impact. Sustainable hospitality is been stressed on a lot off late. One out of every two guests 

is keen on staying at a green hotel.  

Customers definitely are attracted to discounts, offers and loyalty programs. So if they are rewarded for using 

a green hotel over a normal hotel by providing benefits such as hotel reward points and discounts it’s a human 

tendency that they would visit such green hotels. This is a very good strategy undertaken by hotels nowadays 

to promote their brand and direct more volume of sales into their hotel. The most important conservation 

method to the consumers surveyed was energy conservation. Most travelers are willing to stay in green hotels. 

However, it is the responsibility of hoteliers to be prepared to come up with some form of incentive to 

motivate some consumers to support their green practices. Consumers are in theory willing to pay more for a 

green product however when it come to the real purchasing decision their willingness is not based on action. 

There are the inconsistencies between environmental concern and environmentally friendly hotel purchase 

behavior. The talk is still louder than actions to some degree on the part of consumers and hotel operations. 

There could be many reasons for such irregularity. There is an ongoing perception that green products are too 

expensive. Price along with quality and convenience generally remain more important factors in consumer 
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decision making than the relative greenness of a product. It appears that many consumers are cynical about 

environmental claims made by green product sellers are confused about green and also skeptical about the 

ability of green consumerism to contribute to a better environment.  

 

Steps  

1. Visit Your State's Environmental Website - Sites such as environmentminnesota.org or 

texasenvironment.org (each state has a website) have a "Take Action" header, which gives tips on 

helping your local environment and even petitions to sign.  

 

 

2. Make your next event a green one. Just because you want to go green doesn't mean you need to cut 

back on the good times. Green events still enable you to celebrate and be healthy and environmentally-

friendly at the same time. You can even Have a Green Wedding!  

 
                                                      

https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-2-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-2-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Host-a-Green-Event
https://www.wikihow.com/Have-a-Green-Wedding
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-1-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-2-Version-2.jpg
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3. Take action to reduce global warming. There are many, many things you can do to minimize the 

release of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. Basically, the less we depend on fossil fuels, the better!  

 

                                               

 

4. Grow your own food. If you have access to some land, maybe you can Practice Sustainable 

Agriculture. If all you have is a balcony, you can still grow things like beans and peas, tomatoes, and herbs in 

pots. And if all you have is a window, become a guerilla gardener: find a patch of dirt anywhere in your 

neighborhood and plant stuff there. Whatever you can't grow, support your local farmers and buy it at a 

farmers' market. 

                       

5. Get around green. Consider whether you can Live Without a Car. At first, you might think it's 

impossible, but there are so many other ways to get around these days. If you can't part with your car, consider 

https://www.wikihow.com/Take-Action-to-Reduce-Global-Warming
https://www.wikihow.com/Reduce-Your-Greenhouse-Gas-Emissions
https://www.wikihow.com/Reduce-Your-Greenhouse-Gas-Emissions
https://www.wikihow.com/Grow-Your-Own-Food
https://www.wikihow.com/Practice-Sustainable-Agriculture
https://www.wikihow.com/Practice-Sustainable-Agriculture
https://www.wikihow.com/Grow-Beans-and-Peas
https://www.wikihow.com/Grow-a-Tomato-Plant
https://www.wikihow.com/Plant-a-Herb-Pot
https://www.wikihow.com/Start-Guerrilla-Gardening
https://www.wikihow.com/Save-Money-at-a-Farmers%27-Market
https://www.wikihow.com/Save-Money-at-a-Farmers%27-Market
https://www.wikihow.com/Drive-Green
https://www.wikihow.com/Live-Without-a-Car
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-3-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-4-Version-2.jpg
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buying a hybrid, using biodiesel, and hypermiling. Replace as much of your car use as possible with the 

following:  

o a bicycle  

o public transportation 

o good old walking  

o carpooling 

                                          

6. Watch your water. Look for ways to Save Water around the house, and encourage others to do the 

same. You can also save water outside the house with a sleeping lawn or by xeriscaping. In addition to using 

less water, take steps towards keeping the water we already have nice and clean: How to Reduce Water 

Pollution. If there are any leaks in the faucet, fix them immediately.  

                                                         
7. Reduce, reuse, and recycle! In a consumerist society, it can be difficult go for even a day without 

buying anything. When you do buy stuff, try to make sure it's stuff that will last a long time and can serve 

https://www.wikihow.com/Prepare-Used-Cooking-Oil-for-Biodiesel
https://www.wikihow.com/Hypermile
https://www.wikihow.com/Commute-By-Bicycle
https://www.wikihow.com/Start-Walking-for-Exercise
https://www.wikihow.com/Carpool
https://www.wikihow.com/Save-Water
https://www.wikihow.com/Save-Water-with-a-Sleeping-Lawn
https://www.wikihow.com/Xeriscape
https://www.wikihow.com/Reduce-Water-Pollution
https://www.wikihow.com/Reduce-Water-Pollution
https://www.wikihow.com/Fix-a-Leaky-Faucet
https://www.wikihow.com/Buy-Nothing
https://www.wikihow.com/Buy-Nothing
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-5-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-6-Version-2.jpg
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multiple purposes; avoid buying disposable items when possible. Also, consider the "greenness" of the 

company that made it! Before throwing anything away, try to find creative ways to reuse it. You'd be 

surprised what you can do with old Altoids tins, socks, plastic bags, plastic bottles, and, well, everything.  

                                                       

 

8. Green your closet. You can certainly be green without wearing green. The first rule is to never throw 

clothing away; always donate it to a charitable organization so it can be reused by someone else. But before 

you even part with a garment, try to think of ways you can revamp it and give it a little extra mileage. There 

are more than 20 ways you can give a t-shirt a makeover. A pair of pants can easily become a purse. So can a 

bra, for that matter. Even a trip to the tailor can turn a poorly fitted garment into a flattering outfit. When you 

do go shopping, favor thrift stores.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Enjoy the outdoors. Communing with nature is more resource-friendly than going to the movies or 

restaurant or mall. Instead of traveling with an RV, why don't you Go Canoe Camping? Instead of getting 

https://www.wikihow.com/Be-Creative
https://www.wikihow.com/Reuse-an-Empty-Altoids-Tin
https://www.wikihow.com/Recycle-Your-Socks
https://www.wikihow.com/Fuse-Plastic-Bags-Into-a-Laptop-Case
https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Vase-out-of-a-Plastic-Bottle
https://www.wikihow.com/Green-Your-Clothing
https://www.wikihow.com/Modify-Your-T-Shirt
https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Denim-Purse
https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Bra-Purse
https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Bra-Purse
https://www.wikihow.com/Shop-at-Thrift-Stores
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-7-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-7-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-7-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
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McDonald's or Wendy's, why don't youfind nature's munchies? Instead of staying at a hotel, why don't you 

pitch a tent or a hammock?  

                               
 

10.  Green your home. Consider downsizing your home so you have less space to heat or cool and less 

room to fill up with stuff you really don't need. If you want to be extra green, Start Living in a Tiny House, 

Camp As a Lifestyle, or Live in Your Car!  

 

                    
 

 

11. Remember the 4 R's- Refuse, Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle!  

o Reduce the amount of waste you use! Bring your own shopping bag, use a reusable water bottle, and 

invest in a good mechanical pencil! 

o Reuse waste! Could that can make a good pencil holder? Or maybe that bag could be used for Bowser's 

"presents"? 

o Recycle! If you are fortunate enough to have a recycling program in your area, recycle! It will get used 

again! 

https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Pitch-a-Hammock-without-Trees
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-8-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Downsize-Your-Home
https://www.wikihow.com/Start-Living-in-a-Tiny-House
https://www.wikihow.com/Camp-As-a-Lifestyle
https://www.wikihow.com/Live-in-Your-Car
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-9-Version-2.jpg
https://www.wikihow.com/Go-Green#/Image:Go-Green-Step-10-Version-3.jpg
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Conclusion 

Some green management initiatives have been implemented in all the hotels in both Zimbabwe and South 

Africa. The reasons for implementing green management initiatives include saving resources and reducing 

costs as well as protecting the environment so that it becomes sustainable. This implies that the 

implementation of such initiatives has been haphazard rather than systematic. The study has also revealed that 

green management has been adopted by some hotels for marketing reasons in order to retain customers and to 

gain a competitive advantage. It is recommended, as a result of this study, that hotels develop green 

management policies to guide the implementation of environmentally-friendly practices. 
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